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Session 1: Word List
encrypt v. to convert information or data into a code, thereby

making it unreadable without a key or password; to
conceal or obscure information in a way that makes it
inaccessible to unauthorized persons

synonym : encode, cipher, scramble

(1) encrypt data, (2) encrypt message

To protect their sensitive information, many businesses
encrypt their files.

balk v. to hesitate or stop abruptly before completing an action,
often due to fear, uncertainty, or opposition; to refuse to
comply with or agree to something

synonym : hesitate, recoil, shy away

(1) balk at extra work, (2) balk in fear

After her first attempt to bake a cake failed, she didn't balk at
trying again.

secrecy n. the state or quality of being kept hidden or private; the
act of keeping something confidential or unknown to
others

synonym : confidentiality, clandestineness, closeness

(1) government secrecy, (2) maintain secrecy

The company's secrecy surrounding its new product launch
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has created consumer excitement and anticipation.

dragnet n. a careful and complete search taken by the police that is
intended to catch criminals; a net that is pulled through a
river or across the ground to catch fish or animal

synonym : trawl

(1) dragnet fishing, (2) dragnet for the criminal

He was caught in a police dragnet and arrested.

onslaught n. a fierce or violent attack; a sudden and intense outburst
of something, usually negative

synonym : attack, assault, charge

(1) onslaught of criticism, (2) urban onslaught

The village was unprepared for the sudden onslaught of the
enemy army.

panopticon n. a type of prison building or structure designed to allow a
single observer to watch all inmates at all times without
being seen themselves; a structure or system designed
to exert complete surveillance or control over a group or
population

synonym : surveillance, prison, watchtower

(1) panopticon-like surveillance, (2) panopticon effect on
behavior

The panopticon prison design allows for constant
surveillance of the inmates.

encompass v. to surround or cover something completely; to include a
large number of or different types of things entirely

synonym : surround, encircle, include

(1) encompass a broad range, (2) encompass the enemy

The optimal solution that would encompass all these
elements has yet to be proposed.

terrify v. to frighten someone very much
synonym : unnerve, scare, horrify

(1) terrify people, (2) the threats terrify him
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It would be best not to terrify your associates into doing
complex tasks.

persecute v. to subject someone to hostility, ill-treatment, or
harassment, especially because of their race, religion, or
political beliefs; to oppress or mistreat someone
because of their identity

synonym : victimize, harass, oppress

(1) persecute minorities, (2) persecute for small debts

The government's crackdown on free speech was seen as an
attempt to persecute journalists and media outlets.

alcoholism n. a chronic disorder characterized by dependence on
alcohol and repeated excessive use of alcoholic
beverages

synonym : alcohol dependency, alcohol addiction, drunkenness

(1) acute alcoholism, (2) alcoholism recovery

He lost everything due to his alcoholism.

industrious adj. hardworking, diligent, and persistent in effort
synonym : diligent, hardworking, assiduous

(1) industrious worker, (2) industrious student

He was known to be very industrious and would often work
late into the night.

cannabis n. a flowering plant that contains psychoactive compounds,
often used for recreational or medicinal purposes,
particularly in the form of marijuana or hashish

synonym : marijuana, weed, pot

(1) cannabis plant, (2) cannabis legalization

The use of cannabis for medicinal purposes is legal in some
states.

determinant n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that contributes to
the shaping, influencing, or determining of a particular
outcome or result

synonym : cause, factor, element
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(1) environmental determinant, (2) a determinant of crop
yields

One determinant of success is having a positive attitude and
a strong work ethic.

unchecked adj. not restrained or controlled; not examined or scrutinized;
allowed to proceed without restraint or interference

synonym : uncontrolled, unrestrained, unbridled

(1) unchecked ambition, (2) unchecked growth

The unchecked spread of the virus led to a nationwide
outbreak.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. urban on_____ht n. a fierce or violent attack; a sudden and
intense outburst of something, usually
negative

2. a det______nt of crop yields n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that
contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome
or result

3. pe_____te for small debts v. to subject someone to hostility,
ill-treatment, or harassment, especially
because of their race, religion, or
political beliefs; to oppress or mistreat
someone because of their identity

4. ind______us student adj. hardworking, diligent, and persistent in
effort

5. ca____is legalization n. a flowering plant that contains
psychoactive compounds, often used
for recreational or medicinal purposes,
particularly in the form of marijuana or
hashish

6. pe_____te minorities v. to subject someone to hostility,
ill-treatment, or harassment, especially
because of their race, religion, or
political beliefs; to oppress or mistreat
someone because of their identity

7. en_____ss the enemy v. to surround or cover something
completely; to include a large number of
or different types of things entirely

ANSWERS: 1. onslaught, 2. determinant, 3. persecute, 4. industrious, 5. cannabis, 6.
persecute, 7. encompass
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8. pan_____on-like surveillance n. a type of prison building or structure
designed to allow a single observer to
watch all inmates at all times without
being seen themselves; a structure or
system designed to exert complete
surveillance or control over a group or
population

9. the threats te____y him v. to frighten someone very much

10. acute alc_____sm n. a chronic disorder characterized by
dependence on alcohol and repeated
excessive use of alcoholic beverages

11. b__k in fear v. to hesitate or stop abruptly before
completing an action, often due to fear,
uncertainty, or opposition; to refuse to
comply with or agree to something

12. te____y people v. to frighten someone very much

13. ind______us worker adj. hardworking, diligent, and persistent in
effort

14. en_____ss a broad range v. to surround or cover something
completely; to include a large number of
or different types of things entirely

15. ca____is plant n. a flowering plant that contains
psychoactive compounds, often used
for recreational or medicinal purposes,
particularly in the form of marijuana or
hashish

16. pan_____on effect on behavior n. a type of prison building or structure
designed to allow a single observer to
watch all inmates at all times without
being seen themselves; a structure or
system designed to exert complete
surveillance or control over a group or
population

ANSWERS: 8. panopticon, 9. terrify, 10. alcoholism, 11. balk, 12. terrify, 13.
industrious, 14. encompass, 15. cannabis, 16. panopticon
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17. environmental det______nt n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that
contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome
or result

18. en____t data v. to convert information or data into a
code, thereby making it unreadable
without a key or password; to conceal
or obscure information in a way that
makes it inaccessible to unauthorized
persons

19. maintain se____y n. the state or quality of being kept hidden
or private; the act of keeping something
confidential or unknown to others

20. en____t message v. to convert information or data into a
code, thereby making it unreadable
without a key or password; to conceal
or obscure information in a way that
makes it inaccessible to unauthorized
persons

21. un_____ed ambition adj. not restrained or controlled; not
examined or scrutinized; allowed to
proceed without restraint or interference

22. alc_____sm recovery n. a chronic disorder characterized by
dependence on alcohol and repeated
excessive use of alcoholic beverages

23. dr____t fishing n. a careful and complete search taken by
the police that is intended to catch
criminals; a net that is pulled through a
river or across the ground to catch fish
or animal

ANSWERS: 17. determinant, 18. encrypt, 19. secrecy, 20. encrypt, 21. unchecked,
22. alcoholism, 23. dragnet
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24. dr____t for the criminal n. a careful and complete search taken by
the police that is intended to catch
criminals; a net that is pulled through a
river or across the ground to catch fish
or animal

25. un_____ed growth adj. not restrained or controlled; not
examined or scrutinized; allowed to
proceed without restraint or interference

26. b__k at extra work v. to hesitate or stop abruptly before
completing an action, often due to fear,
uncertainty, or opposition; to refuse to
comply with or agree to something

27. government se____y n. the state or quality of being kept hidden
or private; the act of keeping something
confidential or unknown to others

28. on_____ht of criticism n. a fierce or violent attack; a sudden and
intense outburst of something, usually
negative

ANSWERS: 24. dragnet, 25. unchecked, 26. balk, 27. secrecy, 28. onslaught
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. To protect their sensitive information, many businesses _______ their files.

v. to convert information or data into a code, thereby making it unreadable without
a key or password; to conceal or obscure information in a way that makes it
inaccessible to unauthorized persons

2. The use of ________ for medicinal purposes is legal in some states.

n. a flowering plant that contains psychoactive compounds, often used for
recreational or medicinal purposes, particularly in the form of marijuana or
hashish

3. He was caught in a police _______ and arrested.

n. a careful and complete search taken by the police that is intended to catch
criminals; a net that is pulled through a river or across the ground to catch fish
or animal

4. He was known to be very ___________ and would often work late into the night.

adj. hardworking, diligent, and persistent in effort

5. The optimal solution that would _________ all these elements has yet to be
proposed.

v. to surround or cover something completely; to include a large number of or
different types of things entirely

6. He lost everything due to his __________.

n. a chronic disorder characterized by dependence on alcohol and repeated
excessive use of alcoholic beverages

7. The village was unprepared for the sudden _________ of the enemy army.

n. a fierce or violent attack; a sudden and intense outburst of something, usually
negative

ANSWERS: 1. encrypt, 2. cannabis, 3. dragnet, 4. industrious, 5. encompass, 6.
alcoholism, 7. onslaught
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8. The _________ spread of the virus led to a nationwide outbreak.

adj. not restrained or controlled; not examined or scrutinized; allowed to proceed
without restraint or interference

9. The company's _______ surrounding its new product launch has created
consumer excitement and anticipation.

n. the state or quality of being kept hidden or private; the act of keeping
something confidential or unknown to others

10. It would be best not to _______ your associates into doing complex tasks.

v. to frighten someone very much

11. After her first attempt to bake a cake failed, she didn't ____ at trying again.

v. to hesitate or stop abruptly before completing an action, often due to fear,
uncertainty, or opposition; to refuse to comply with or agree to something

12. One ___________ of success is having a positive attitude and a strong work
ethic.

n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome or result

13. The __________ prison design allows for constant surveillance of the inmates.

n. a type of prison building or structure designed to allow a single observer to
watch all inmates at all times without being seen themselves; a structure or
system designed to exert complete surveillance or control over a group or
population

14. The government's crackdown on free speech was seen as an attempt to
_________ journalists and media outlets.

v. to subject someone to hostility, ill-treatment, or harassment, especially because
of their race, religion, or political beliefs; to oppress or mistreat someone
because of their identity

ANSWERS: 8. unchecked, 9. secrecy, 10. terrify, 11. balk, 12. determinant, 13.
panopticon, 14. persecute
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ANSWERS: 
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